QUOTE & APPLY ENGINE
OMNIUM’S POWERFUL LIFE RISK NEW BUSINESS ENGINE
Current implementations of engine

Our engine is currently implemented by proven solutions in the market:
AMP Australia Online
AMP Australia’s online Quote and Apply system.
AMP New Zealand Desktop
AMP New Zealand’s offline Quote and Apply system.
OmniLife Risk Research Solution
Omnium’s industry relied on Risk Research solution.
OmniLife Application Form system
Omnium’s market first application form system.

FEATURES OF ENGINE
Flexibility
The engine has been designed to be so dynamic it can facilitate any complex product structure.
Whether that be Split Inside/Outside Super scenarios or Multi-Life products in the one policy, have
confidence that our engine can facilitate any current or new product structure you have.

Fig 1. Omnium’s Risk Research solution – Superlink functionality

Fig 2. AMP Elevate illustrator – multi-life products in one policy

Rapid Fast
It is the fastest engine in illustrating premiums. It illustrates over 512 different product premiums
in less than half a second and for a single product it takes less than one tenth of a second

Multi-product illustrations
The engine can allow users to illustrate different product channels in the same illustrator, by
supporting multi-product quoting. For example users can quote a normal retail product and direct
products in the one interface and presented intuitively.

Fig 3. AMP NZ illustrator – multiple product channels in one illustrator

Agility
Easily add and maintain your products. Configuration from our experienced actuarial staff can apply
updates rapidly with minimal IT impact. As an engine, changes and impacts from configuration rule
updates are self-contained and predictable, which reduce testing time.

Multi-Platform
One engine with the same business rules allows us to inexpensively develop online, offline and
mobile/tablet versions of the same illustration solution but with different look and feels. Giving
your users flexibility and mobility. Client data will also be synced across all solutions for added ease.

Customisations
Control the product offering with roles functionality that can target individual users and groups.
For example special discounts may be provided to specific dealer or staff groups. Screens and
documentation can be branded with colours, logos and a style to suit the person using the system.
Architecture using the latest thin-client system offering a responsive web design front-end that’s
capable of utilising all of the latest HTML 5 and future features without impacting the actual
insurance services. The separation makes it easy to “face-lift” the user interface over time, without
having to re-build any insurance server side components.

Open architecture
The engine is built on open architecture with well-designed API’s making it easily connectable to
existing financial adviser systems and comparison websites, to prevent any double entering of
data.

Synergies with Omnium
Omnium is the chosen Risk Research solution provider for the biggest risk writing firms in Australia
including iSelect, Lifebroker, Rate Detective, Life Insurance Comparison, Save U and more.
Omnium is the Risk Research provider for major dealer groups such as Infocus, Synchron, Fiducian
and many more. Omnium is connected to Financial Planner CRMs such as Temenos, Seido,
Midwinter, CCube, Adviser Intelligence, Platformplus, Practifi and more.
This allows powerful synergy if Omnium is also the provider for your insurance engine. It will allow:
-

Close and efficient integration with systems used by these groups making it easier for
these advisers to quote and apply for your product.

-

Integration with financial planner CRMs allows closer integration of your product with these
CRMs who cover large part of the market and only working with one single vendor for every
integration.

Get in touch with us to get a comprehensive demonstration of the engine
Ph: 1300 88 5871
Email: sales@omnium.com.au
Web: www.omnium.com.au

